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Rough
River 2016

Rough River 2016

“What spectacular weather!” was a
comment frequently heard at this
year’s Rough River event.  It was sunny
dry & hot for days preceding and
throughout the entire flying period.

A frontal system caused flying con-
cerns in the Central US, however and
some northern folks couldn’t get to
Rough River while several western folks
had to depart Saturday or risk staying
in Kentucky for several more days.

In spite of the Central US weather, ca-
nards flew in from the extremes of
Maine, Calgary, British Columbia, Ari-
zona and Southern Florida.  Three UK
airline travelers got the longest dis-
tance recognition. Linda & Patrick
Elliott and Bill Allen have previously
flown their Long-EZs to and through-
out the US.

John & Christine Basol have the MK-
IV so well organized it even has airline
seat location signs. Their middle
school age daughter is being brought
up to be an aircraft enthusiast too and
presently has her FAA N number re-
served.

The Manvel’s have taken the Defiant
to a new comfort level with on board
air conditioning.  Harry reported 40F
output from the ice box all the way to
KY.  It was probably a shock when
they shut down and opened the
canopy, however.

Defiant AC in a box

pressurized pants are draggy as revealed by a dust trail
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Mike Toomey was there with his bar-
gain yellow Cozy from E-Bay. He now
has to decide whether to fly the
Quickie, the Long-EZ or Cozy.  Life
can be challenging with such difficult
decisions.

This year’s 52 canards didn’t set an
attendance record but seemed to have
a record number of mechanical chal-
lenges including: rough running en-
gine, dead alternator, stuck main wheel
brake resulting in an aborted take off,
dead electric nose lift and a mysteri-
ous oil leak.

The rough running electronic ignition
cylinder was traced to an unattached
spark plug wire.  The alternator re-
quired more effort and I hope was com-
pletely resolved, as it was a dual elec-
tronic ignition airplane.

While looking at airplanes, I noticed
that some folks still tie their wings
down by putting a cargo strap over the
top wing skin and over the relatively
weak trailing edge.  This is a bad prac-
tice as any significant pull on the wing
will put a huge overload on the wing
trailing edge and crush it.  A Cozy MK-
IV showed that resultant damage.

Correct tie down hardware mounting
requires a drilled hole through the wing
near the winglet and through the spar
caps so as to pick up adequate struc-
ture to take tie down loads.  A tube is
floxed into the drilled hole to act as a
tie down bolt guide.

One pilot called my attention to his
loose canopy latch pivot bolts.  We
are used to the nuts being loose so
as to allow free latch actuation.  The
pivot bolts buried in the longerons are
NOT to be loose. Looseness suggests
that the wooden longeron hole is get-
ting bigger or the steel bolt is getting
smaller.

The shrinking bolt is likely caused by
corrosion.  It has been observed on
canopy hinge bolts and reported in the
back CSA issues.  Even the photos
are shocking as they reveal the
amount of metal loss while hidden in
supposedly sealed longerons.

Wooden structure with penetrating

bargain Cozy - keep looking - they are out there

beautiful symmetry

high function - low cost panel
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steel bolts has long been problematic.
There is a long history of ADs on
wooden spar aircraft with rot and cor-
rosion.  Unsealed holes allow mois-
ture to collect and penetrate the wood,
which may corrode the steel bolts and
rot the longerons. Slight bolt movement
might be solved by injecting pure ep-
oxy with a syringe through a small
vertical hole drilled from the top face
of the longeron.  More severe move-
ment may require bolt replacement.  A
procedure for that has not been devel-
oped.

Please check your pivot bolts - pref-
erably before the canopy opens in
flight!

As  early leaving airplanes were de-
parting on downhill runway 20, a
VariEze powered up but didn’t seem
to accelerate normally. The pilot, Jamie
Hicks, elected to abort on the 3200’
runway and very fortunately got it
stopped just before the end.

The one wheel was locked up and fluid
pressure had to be relieved before the
wheel would turn to allow a return to
the ramp.  Fortunately, Robert Harris
was there and helped solve the prob-
lem.  The incorrect spacer was previ-
ously installed in the caliper, which
thus allowed the wheel cylinder pis-
ton to travel too far and get cocked
and jammed at the end of the cylinder’s
bore.  That kept the wheel brake from
releasing.  Robert set the required
spacing, adjusted bolt length with
some washers and the VariEze was
back on the runway later headed
home.

An interesting Cozy, originally built by
Robin DuBois, arrived with a strange
tube and fin device hanging below the
wing.  It turned out to be Damon
Meyer’s Maine based Cozy who is
organizing a round the world Cozy
flight.  The strange device is an in-flight
extendable HF antenna.

For the first time I saw Steve Wright’s
airplanes parked side by side.  The
VariEze and the Stagger EZ were look-
ing fresh and beautiful, which reflected
the owners’ care and respect for
Steve’s work.

High Frequency trans ocean antenna

Stagger-EZ panel

VariEze line up
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Dave Adams in his FAST 235 Long-
EZ wore a track on the ramp hauling
passengers nearly all the flying hours.
Dave always a leaves a trail of smiles
wherever he goes.

Colorado based Dave DeVere made
this first trip to Rough River is his mag-
nificent stretched and widened Long-
EZ, N400EZ. Among many other
mods, one should look at his split
canopy configuration and the LERX,
(Leading Edge Root Extensions) for
improved high angle of attack-low
speed maneuvering as found on mod-
ern fighters.  They must work and no-
body has shot him down yet.

Jim Voss always has well thought out
and executed mods.  This year I saw
his excellent idea for rigid rudder pedal
extensions, which are important when
pilots with different leg lengths oper-
ate the same airplane.

While looking at Matt Bunch’s MK-IV
I noticed his durable interior paint.
DaischCoatings.com “Spread Stone”
countertop finishing kit is something
to consider if you want a waterborne
product that can be rolled on instead
of the less expensive Rust-Oleum
stone texture aerosol spray coatings.
I doubt anybody uses the very expen-
sive and relatively fragile Zolatone prod-
ucts any more

Matt also brought up his cooling is-
sues.  A quick look revealed he still
has the pointed entry to the NACA
duct.  That is counter to the NACA
design and does not allow an attached
flow of air to enter the duct.  That,
among several issues, nearly guaran-
tees poor cooling.  Look in CSA back
issues to open up the point and BE
SURE to sand a tangential entry to
the duct.  It is a “starting point” to get
decent cooling.

The most engines and horsepower per
square foot domain was found at the
SE corner of the ramp.  3 gorgeous
Defiants won the recognition but could
have been beaten by a single B-36.

The successful Tent Tech Talks were
expanded to 2 nights this year, Friday
and Saturday, 7-10 PM or until the
snoring overpowered the speaker.  The

N400EZ panel

LERX between canard and strake leading edge

beautiful split canopy installation
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Friday evening offering included: Bill
Allen on his Diesel-EZ development
and UK certification challenges and
Gary Hertzler who spoke on low cost
ADS-B IN units, propeller design /
manufacture and World record setting
operations.  The favored and tested
ADS-B IN units were
(WWW.Stratux.me  a kit at $124 and
Ping Buddy uAvionics $99, slightly
less powerful, but MUCH smaller & self
contained than Stratux, however both
are good performers.

A special thank you goes to Kerry Fritz
for donating a HP Notebook Projec-
tion Companion unit to be used in the
evening Tech Tent Talks.  That should
save us the annual rental expense.

Saturday afternoon’s schedule in-
cluded the usual door prize and gen-
eral business meeting.  Donated mem-
ber items were auctioned with pro-
ceeds to be used to cover tent rental,
projector and screen rental, etc.

Saturday evening’s Tech Tent Talk pre-
sentation was given by John Lambert
on the history of RAF and the 386 de-
signs and 47 manned first flights pro-
duced by Burt and company.

Ryszard Zadow closed the evening
with his shocking story of Cozy-Jet’s
turbine disintegration in-flight with full
fuel load and return for a high density
altitude 140 kt +downwind landing on
those wimpy 500x5 wheels.  The re-
sulting brake fire under the Cozy’s load
of jet fuel was only slightly more ex-
citing than getting help to put the fire
out. Lessons were learned, especially
to have a fire extinguisher!

Sunday noon, when nearly everyone
had departed, Marco loaded up his
newly purchased Long-EZ and pro-
ceeded to depart.  During the nose
strut extension with a full load, the lin-
ear actuator blew a fuse leaving him
with a partially extended gear.

Research “under the hood’ could not
locate the offending fuse.  Fortunately
the original builder, Terry Lamp, was
still in the parking lot and came to the
rescue. The offending fuse was found
and replaced, which allowed Marco to
depart having learned something about
his new airplane.

Stratux ADS-B IN kit

extended position rudder pedal slips over standard pedal

widened inlet throat
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Hunter Bag-Eze Pods Sold

Gary Hunter (TX) - I have been pro-
ducing my Bag-Eze baggage pods
since 1985.  The design was originated
by the late Bruce Tifft around 1982.

Many of you know me as your epoxy
resin guru - having worked the epoxy
resin / composites industry all of my
life with: Shell Chemical, Akzo Nobel,
and Dow Chemical on projects for
Beechcraft, the Starship, McDonald
Douglas, Cirrus Aircraft, NASA,
Raytheon Missile Systems,

D.Shannon Aviation, Starflight LLC and
finally - Airbus.  During much of that
time, I was Crew Chief for Bruce
Bohannon and his Pushy Galore F1
racer, and the EXXON Flying Tiger
setting 36 world records in total.   
Needless to say, I am tired of working
on other people’s stuff, and it is time
for me to work on my own.    

So, I have decided to retire, not only
from Dow Chemical, but from Bag-Eze
baggage pod production as well.
However, this does not mean the end
of Bag-Eze baggage pods.   Today, I

am happy to announce the transfer of
all production and marketing rights of
the Bag-Eze baggage pods to Dale
Martin of Owl Eagle Aerial Compos-
ites.  Dale’s high level workmanship
combined with the same high quality
epoxy resin systems and reinforce-
ments that I have used, assures you
the pods from Owl Eagle Aerial Com-
posites, will be the same high quality
pods you are familiar with.    

And have no fear, I will still be lurking
in the email forums - making sure you
guys and gals don’t run amuck with
the sticky stuff. 

Mike Roper Goes West

Linda & Patrick Elliott (UK) -  It is with
great sadness that I have to relay the
news that Mike Roper passed away
recently.

Although not an engineer or pilot Mike
was a prolific model aircraft designer/
builder/flyer who became involved in the
building of the early Rutan canard de-
signs in the UK.

Mike also was the co-builder, with
Steve Brown, of a very light-weight
Varieze that continues to delight all
who fly in her.

Always eager to offer assistance, his
analytical skills in problem solving may
well have come from his accounting
background. Mike will be sadly
missed.

bright sunny days at Rough River

The linear actuators are a nice conve-
nience but draw a huge amount of cur-
rent when a heavy lift is commanded
from ground level. Due to main land-
ing gear geometry, nose down on the
ground lifts place huge over-center
loads on the nose.

If you must sit in the front seat during
nose lifts, at least raise it a foot before
getting in.  The load will be dramati-
cally lowered and life will be better for
your electric nose gear system!

Fortunately issues all were resolved,
thanks to the generous and talented
mechanical minds of other event at-
tendees.

Plan to be at Rough River 2017.
WWW.RoughRiver.org

above departing 4-ship photo
by Tom Calovini
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